Spectrum Staff Presented Colorful Review Last Week

The opportunity for which the students of G. C. S. have been waiting since school began was given them last week in Chapel immediately following the presentation of "An Attic Revenge" given by the Spectrum staff, which was directed by Mrs. McCollough. The subscription blanks were passed out and the students signed on the dotted line. The books are three dollars and nine were to be paid for before for today and Monday. The staff room will be open Thursday, Wednesday and today for the purpose of receiving payments and to issue reads. Call early and be assured that you will receive your copy early in May.

The Annual is to be new and different this year. Color in a monochromatic design is shown in the division covers and changing pages. The cover buildings will be in color also. This year's Annual cover will be in social theme, "Life at G. C. S. 1940," the Views are new and good. The Administration will be featured more, winter will have snapshots upon their pictures, and under classes will find themselves well featured. The feature and activity sections provide to be good. In fact, it's a good book.

The review was well-planned and brought out some of the main new points of the 1939-40. When the center was drawn, as old graduates of 1940 were searched out in an audience "and only the best in the usual traditions of former years..." He pulls out a four centuries and this year's old Spectrum of 1940. Cartoons are forgotten andr the long and laughter and laugh and love for fun of their college days. Before her new girls, editors of that year's annual. They say there's nothing new, all there's nothing. The old graduate has three to Ditch this one, it cost the spirit of the 1940's spectrum to assure that there is nothing new. Just to press it, comes a crying girls gives the spectrum letters and all dressed in colors of the spectrum. They play:

If they say there's nothing new they're only fooling you.

If you see, you see our Annual.

It's going to be a beauty You'll surely think it's cute.

When you see the book we call our Annual. It's going to be a story in nine, beautiful lines, colored in gold and old school days. Be ready to call us for start to school.

When they say there's nothing new they're only fooling you.

First wait till you see, till you see our Annual.

Then, from the frame of Grundy's, be ready to call us to the feature section. They are deep in it's Spectrum colors.

The book is thrilled and
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HENDRICKSON'S SANDWICH STAND

"The Hamburger What Am"
WE ARE WAITING FOR YOU

SEND US YOUR PRESCRIPTIONS; WE DELIVER PROMPTLY

FRALEY'S
College Girls
WILL FIND ALL YOUR SWEETS AND SANDWICHES LOAVES
AT THE
Electrik Maid Bakery